
Desktop Management

KnollExtra



Orchestra®

The only thing better than great office accessories are desk accessories that keep work tools off the desk. Enter 

Orchestra, a line of durable plastic mounting pieces and accessories — including binder bins, bud vases, pencil 

cups and letter trays — that work in concert to create harmony in the workspace.



This page, clockwise from left

Letter, memo and utility trays in black.

File folders (top to bottom) in orange, 
medium grey and soft grey.

Pencil cup, utility tray and binder  
bin in warm putty complement earth-
toned workstations.

Orchestra in blue adds colorful 
accents to the desk area.

Opposite page

Orchestra accessories in clear     
(telephone shelf in black), hanging on 
an Orchestra slatboard.

 



Smokador™

For the smart, sophisticated executive, the Smokador collection of desk accessories dresses your office in classic 

luxury. Available in a variety of rich leathers or multiple metal finishes, Smokador goes beyond paper management 

to include matching bookends, desk pads, business card holders and desk calendars.



This page, clockwise from top left
Smokador Excutive Rectilinear collection comes 
in brushed steel, brushed zinc and black oxide. 
Clip cups shown in black oxide, brushed zinc, and 
brushed steel.

Smokador is available in both traditional and 
contemporary leathers to match the aesthetic of 
the office space. Standard colors for contemporary 
leathers (shown bottom left) include black, burgundy 
and camel; traditional leather colors (shown bottom 
right) include black, myrtle and burgundy. 

Opposite page
Smokador provides the full line of accessories  
for the executive desk. 



Desktop Management
Don’t agonize. Organize. You have more important things to do than search for that hot file, tape dispenser or favorite pen. 
Keep the essentials at your fingertips.

Fresh. Colorful. Compact. Workspace is at a premium and with that in mind, KnollExtra has a product line with a full 
complement of plastic and leather desktop accessories. Elegant, inventive and colorful products, including letter trays,  
file holders and pencil cups, keep your desk in order and your mind free to concentrate on the bigger picture.

Orchestra’s versatile products and color 
options answer every application need. 
Whether your office is traditional or 
modern, Orchestra has the color palette 
and product choices to make you feel at 
home in any workspace. With slatwall 
or desktop products, Orchestra strikes 
just the right chord. 

Smokador provides the luxury and  
elegance that executives expect from  
an office product. From deskpads  
to picture frames, from bookends  
to leather letter trays, Smokador is  
functional yet elegant, adding  
distinction to the private office.
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